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Forward
Municipality of Wierden have a problem with low local entrepreneurship
activities in region of river Regge. We CAH students and VHL students worked
together to solve the problem and to full fill requirements for our universities and pass
module by learning how to become a good consultant. Step by step we founded out
main characteristics and skills required to become consultant. We learnt how to
prepare, lead and make conclusions out of interviews and how to come up with
suggestions for further development of region. This research helps to understand
strong and weak sides of rural villages in region of Regge and solutions and
suggestions could be use also for other villages and municipalities across the river
Regge.
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Summary
Who/Why: The report “On the way to improvement of Regge region” was an
assignment given to CAH Dronten University of Applied Sciences and Van Hall
Larenstein University of Applied Sciences. CAH Dronten and VHL had cooperation
for the 1st year and the assignment was given as an assignment for their study
modules.
What/Where: The assignment was given from the municipality of Wierden,
to answer to 3 main questions:
1) What are the strength and the weaknesses of the region?
2) What kind of activities (economical, touristic, and recreational) can be done
to boost the economy of the region?
3) What kind of new organisations can be founded and who should be the
founder?
How: The students were introduced with the questions and the region and
after in duration starting September had interviews with local stakeholders, had an
active work during the lectures in the University working on defining the problem
tree, analysing the stakeholders and the summaries of the interviews as well as
preparing the SWOT (Strengths/Weaknesses/Opportunities/Threats) analysis.
Conclusions: From student point of view answering the 3 main questions of
the municipality and summarizing and concluding the research fallowing things were
observed:
1) Main strengths of the region are its nature and traditions, main weak points
– high cost of the local products, mentality of citizens, lack of communication within
the region and different opinions to some of the topics from stakeholder point of view.
2) Main opportunities for the region are new activities for tourists, new market
program and creation of a local brand.
3) The implementation should be made by local citizens with the support of
the municipality and funds from LEADER program, for example.
Recommendations: The main recommendations are concentrating of 3
fallowing directions:


Touristic – increase the number of boat trips (Enterse Zomp), make
educational trips for schools, competitions for tourists (e.g. Take a
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picture with the biggest wooden shoe in the Netherlands, which is
located in Wierden), sports orientation activities for youth.


Market programme – webpage where locals can log in and change and
update information of what they are offering to the region and tourists
can access to see the possibilities of the region.



Branding – Firstly make a slogan to Wierden and make local brand
where local citizens can join and contribute with their produced goods
and/or services.
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Summary in Dutch
Samenvatting van het verslag CAH Dronten
Wie en waarom: Het rapport „Op weg naar verbetering in de Regge regio‟ is
als opdracht gegeven aan hogeschool CAH Dronten en hogeschool Van Hall
Larenstein. De hogescholen hebben samengewerkt aan dit project.
Wat en waar: De opdracht is gegeven door de Gemeente Wierden. Deze
opdracht bestond uit drie hoofdvragen
1: Wat zijn de sterke en zwakkere punten van de regio
2: Wat voor activiteiten (zowel economisch, toeristisch en recreatief)
ondernomen kunnen worden om de economie in de Regge regio te verbeteren.
3: Zou er een nieuwe organisatie opgericht kunnen worden en wie zou deze
kunnen oprichten
Hoe: De studenten zijn begonnen met het houden van interviews met
belanghebbende in het gebied. Daarnaast is er gewerkt aan het creëren van een
probleem boom, het analyseren van de belanghebbende en het samenvatten van de
interviews. Ook is er een SWOT(Strengths/Weaknesses/Opportunities/Threats)
analyse gemaakt.
Conclusie: Vanuit het oogpunt van de studenten van hogeschool CAH zijn dit
de antwoorden op de drie hoofdvragen die gesteld waren door de Gemeente Wierden:
1: De sterke punten van de regio zijn haar natuur en de tradities. De zwakkere
punten zijn de hoge kosten van de lokale producten, de bewoners die bang zijn voor
grote veranderingen in het gebied, het gebrek aan communicatie in de regio en de
verschillende opinies van belanghebbende over bepaalde elementen.
2: De belangrijkste kansen voor het gebied zijn nieuwe activiteiten voor
toeristen, een marketing plan en het creëren van een lokaal merk.
3: De uitvoering zou gedaan moeten worden door de lokale burgers in
samenwerking met de gemeenten en als financiering zou er gebruik gemaakt kunnen
worden van het de subsidieregeling LEADER.
Aanbevelingen: De algemene aanbeveling zijn opgedeeld in drie richtingen
-

Toeristisch: Het laten toenemen van het aantal boot tochtjes met de Zompen,
het maken van een educatieve trip voor scholen, competities en toeristen (b.v.
neem een foto met de grootste klomp in Nederland) en sport activiteiten voor
de jeugd.
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-

-

Marketing programma: Een webpagina waar lokale burgers kunnen inloggen
en hier de site kunnen updaten met o.a. wat er binnenkort te doen is, iets over
de regio (natuur en cultuur). Toeristen kunnen hier zien wat er te doen is in de
regio.
Het creëren van een merk: Eerst zal er een slogan gemaakt kunnen worden
waaronder lokale producten verkocht kunnen worden.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Introduction to the case study
Regional development is of most great importance in every region and living
environment in every country. It requires cooperation, common goal of the specific
region and interest in developing and implementing it. Municipalities pay more and
more attention to this every day, one of which is municipality of Wierden in the
Netherlands.
1.2.
Assignment given
Assignment given from municipality of Wierden is to answer to three main
questions:
- What are the strengths and weaknesses of the region of Regge in the
municipality of Wierden?
- Which economical and tourist/recreate potentials has the valley of the Regge?
- Which kind of organisations could be founded? Who from the inhabitants
should be the founders?
1.3. Objectives
Main objective of the report is to find the best solution to energize the local
entrepreneurship in the region by developing stronger cooperation within the region
itself and to have a common strategy in order to be able to attract tourists and show
them the beauty and the strengths of the region.
1.4. Who are we
The report is an assignment for CAH Dronten (for the list of Dronten students
see appendix I) University of Applied sciences students from international rural
innovation and development course in the module of rural analysis year 2011.
The research was done working together with students from Van Hall
Larenstein.
1.5. Target group
Target group for the report is the municipality of Wierden and also local
entrepreneurs and citizens for them to see the opportunities the CAH Dronten students
are offering and see the possibilities that were found during the research of the region.
1.6.

Method used of working

Methodology used in the report is desk research by finding the information
about the region and projects existing in the region, interviews with the local
10

entrepreneurs, municipality and other stakeholders and also analytical techniques such
as SWOT, stakeholder analysis and the modelling of problem tree.
The work was done in the fallowing stages: first there was an introduction of the
theme in the municipality of Wierden, the assignment from the client (the
municipality) was given, than the checklist of questions was developed (See appendix
III checklist of the interviewees), VHL and CAH Dronten students mixed up in pairs
for the 1st interview round with stakeholders, so more interviews at the same time
could be held ( for the list of the 1 st and the 2nd round of the interviewees check
appendix II), after summarizing the interviews (the full interview reports see appendix
IV), the Problem tree, stakeholder analysis and SWOT analysis was started to be
developed, to get more clarity and information about the region, there was a 2 nd round
of the interviews where CAH Dronten students and VHL students separated and went
on different times and dates, during the module the meeting for VHL and CAH
Dronten students was made, once in VHL student working environment and the other
time in CAH Dronten University, for exchanging the information and getting clarity
about the other students work, lastly by finalizing, summarizing and adding the last
updates of the information the final report was written.
1.7. Contents of the report
The report consists of area description, interview summaries, analytical
techniques, recommendations and suggestions, feedback from the stakeholders and
appendix which includes list of the interviewees, pictures, maps of the area and
checklist

questions

for

the

interviews

and

other

additional

information.
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2. Area description
This chapter includes a little insight of the history, summary of the landscape
and farmlands as well as offered recreational activities that can be found in the region.
2.1.

History of the Regge river

“De Regge” is a river in region of Overrijsel. The river starts near the house of
Westerflier, southwest of Diepenheim and consists out of the “Boven-Regge” (Top-Regge
near Diepenheim-Rijssen), the “Midden-Regge” (Middle-Regge near Rijssen-Hellendoorn)
and the “Beneden-Regge” (Lower-Regge near Hellendoorn-Ommen). The river joins the
Overrijselse Vecht in Ommen.
After 1894 the Regge was made into a canal. Before that the river used to cause
floods. Nowadays locals are trying to
make the river return to it‟s natural
movement. Near the “de Stijle Oever” ,
there is an area in Nieuwebrug, south of
Ommen, where can be well seen how
the river broke trough a Push moraine
which caused the separation of the
Besthmenerberg and the Archemerberg.
Until 1925 small boats called
zompen were used on the river. These
boats were manufactured along the
Regge in Enter.
Municipalities that played an
important role in the history of Regge
River, and also who used the river in
order to raise their economy are Reggestreek, Enter and Wierden. Each of these villages

has historic and cultural attraction points that beautifully portray their history. In the
Castle Museum in Rijssens the Oosterhof, the history of Reggestreek is beautifully
portrayed. In the Museum zomp it Sköpke in Enter, the history present there can give
the tourist a lot to think about. The ancient rooms Buisjan also gives a good picture of
the past. A tourist attraction is the annual horse and pony market on the second
Thursday in August. In Wierden, one of the attractions is the dike which was build
through the marsh between Wierden and Almelo, in 1405, in order for Wierden not to
be under water three quarters of a year.
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2.2. Landscape
The municipality has a diverse landscape. Firstly, the agricultural landscape is
common in Twente with woods, solitary trees and hedgerows. Old farms can be seen.
And that is one of the attractive
things tourists are able to see that
by walking and cycling around
Wierden

and

Enter

The nature Westerveen is
the largest nature area of
approximately 400 acres. It is a
partially excavated area with high
and

low

heath,

moor

and

berkenstruelen wells. On the
heath is often a flock of sheep. There are many rare birds. The area is accessible by
public dirt roads. Near the Ypeloweg, one can find the babe Goor, a marshy area that
is accessible. It houses many bird colonies. The estate in the Grimberg Notter, Notter
field and the hamlet of Rectum-Ypelo are worth a look.
By the city flows the river Regge, formerly of importance as a waterway for
the Enter zomp include, but are now increasingly becoming a recreational river. Even
so, the current river is quite narrow and transformed into a canal which can greatly
affect it‟s touristic potential. Bigger rivers seem to attract more tourists. In this case In
Nijverdal is the National Park Sallandse Heuvelrug. It is a major attraction for
tourists.
2.3. Farmlands
The Reggestreek is rich in farmland. The fertile soils provide a good yield;
farmers and cattle can graze in lush meadows. The farms are often original and
provide a good picture of a bygone era. The farmers make their businesses open and
let tourist sample the farmland. The farms milking not only the cattle, they also make
cheese and ice cream from the milk. A good example is IJsboerderij's spill in
Wierden. A great amount of tasty flavours are available. Tourists can take a scoop of
cinnamon stracitella for example. Also on dairy farm in The Merchant in Markelo it
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is possible as well. Just step off the bike and sit on the terrace. For 2.50 Euros tourists
can taste the products of the farm have to offer. Tourists can also visit the organic
farm “The Expo” in Enter. A guided tour and a possibility to buy products such as
meat from their own cows, organic milk and cheese and delicious ice cream are two
activities offered by this farm. Woolderink Saxon farm is located in the hamlet
Rectum, directly connected to the Regge. The farm is also part of the Culinary Cruise
on the Regge Flow.
2.4. Recreational and touristic activities
Regge offers numerous recreational opportunities for a great day out or an
active holiday. Tourists can rent a canoe or a boat and see the area from a different
angle. Slowly rowing toward the fish ladder at Nijverdal one can enjoy the silence, the
beautiful view on the fields and woods.
Besides canoeing, tourists can
embark on the Zomp for a cruise along
the river. EMS, which is Regge Power
Whisper – electric covered boat that
can accommodate 25 tourists, which
lives from Molke Party centre, can also
be an option for the tourists. There
exist as well silent electric boats that
can accommodate between 2 and 8 tourists.
Those who enjoy water can swim in the indoor swimming-pools of Wierden
and Enter; or visit "De Lageveld", a recreation area with possibilities for swimming
and windsurfing. During the summer season a traditional Enterse Zomp sails up and
down the river Regge. Its helmsman will be happy to take you aboard. Also popular is
the subtropical swimming-pool in Wierden with its whirlpools, sauna and Turkish
bath.
Tourists can sleep in Wierden and visit one of the campsites or holiday parks.
They like to use the many opportunities for cycling or walking. For cyclists, there is
just a beautiful bike path completed, the river meandering through the landscape
below. There are many routes available at the various tourist offices. For the complete
environment tour, tourists are advised to go through Waypoint and go biking or hiking
on the basis of GPS.
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Besides rowing, sailing and cycling, tourists can also visit a market, enjoying
nature and farms. Fishermen can enjoy, because the water in the Regge is clean and
bright. Along the shores are several good
fishing spots available.
Visitors can also visit the Clog
Museum,

the

Museum

of

Antiquities

"Buisjan" or the Zomp Museum (a "zomp" is a
flatboat typical of the region), all three of
which

can

be

found

in

Enter.

There are several dining options, from
cheap to exclusive and in many cafés they will pour you a drink.
The Reggestreek is rich in many good restaurants, with a huge variety. There are
small, cosy bistros, cosy restaurants and places to eat in large groups. Some of the main
restaurants are Partycentrum Mölke in Zuna, Restaurant The Grouse, the Tea Huys Grimberg
located in the woods and Notter. Besides the possibility to enjoy a meal, tourists can benefit
from different activities organized by restaurants.

Enter fair, is better known as the Horse and pony market. Each year on a
Thursday in the summer the festival is being held. Wierdense the fair takes place on
the last Monday in October, and dates from the time of the Middle Ages. Another
attractive for the tourist event is the annual summer festival Wierdense: Wiezo the
festival, which lasts three days.
All your daily shopping can be done in the village centres of Wierden and
Enter. Both Enter and Wierden have weekly markets. Enter's combined residential
and shopping centre has preserved its character of an old village street.
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3. Main conclusions after interviews
This chapter includes short summaries of each interview which was taking
place during the Regge project research of CAH Dronten and VHL students. First
round of interviews was conducted on 14th of September, the 2nd interview round was
on 7th of October, for the full interview report see Appendix IV.
3.1.

Interview with Municipality of Wierden civil
servant/entrepreneur - Jan ten Tije
Main conclusions










One of the major problems
is that the majority of the
citizens work in bigger
cities outside the region, not
in the municipality of
Wierden.
In the future the region
should have tourists who
come to rest, but it should
not be too crowded.
The strength is the landscape and the culture of the region.
The lack of implementing projects could be in the mentality, fear of
change, uncertainty about the financial situation, threats of the local
market and the unstable market.
The finance could be found in LEADER program 2007 – 2013.
Municipality could be a support as a communication and information
point for the citizens and entrepreneurs.

3.2.

Interview with Regionale Stichting Enterse Zomp - Marinus
Jansen
Main conclusions




The Regge region has a lot
of values - landscape,
history, biggest wooden
shoe in the Netherlands
(located near the wooden
shoe museum)
On of the problem is that
it is not commercialized
enough, there is a need for
good ideas how to do that.
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Enterse Zomp could develop in recreation and touristic activities, by
giving tours with the boat opening the restaurant more days per week,
and also educational activities, the volunteers (teachers from school)
could educate young students about the region values, as there are
volunteers already now from citizens who help to build the boat.
There could be new organizations founded, also a new brand for the
locals, but it should be thought out carefully, because there is a big gap
between commercialized museums and other recreational organizations
and sights and places like Enterse Zomp and the museum in Enter
which both are run by volunteers.

3.3. Interview with local citizen of Enter - Jannie Jansen
Main conclusions








Locals want that more
events would happen
closer to them, out of
centre.
Interested to take part, to
involve in branding and
offer their own products.
Vision - tourism would
be based on nature,
historical heritage and organic farming to keep in balance modern
lifestyle with cultural heritage and ensure sustainability for region.
For tourists and the inhabitants this area is only attractive as the
landscape is well maintained and the Regge able to be "sailed„ on.

3.4.

Interview with Local winery “Wijngaard Baan” owner - Anja
Baan
Main conclusions





Ready
to
start
cooperation with others.
Main problem – need
more
money
for
investments
and
advertisement,
more
communication
with
others.
Vision - branded products
and nice slogan for
region.
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Winery is very specific and something very rare in Holland – good
start for advertisement. Atmosphere is very nice there.

3.5. Interview with member of LTO - J. Rohaan
Main conclusions









The Regge area should be left as it is.
Most farmers prefer agriculture and they oppose branding because
having multiple farms producing the same product for few clients will
bring little profit.
The current resources are 80% from agriculture and 20% from tourism
related activities like circling or canoeing. Few tourists come.
The farmers are open minded to new ideas as long as they know the
real reason for project implementation or they know they will continue
to have financial stability.
One strength is the local traditions such as wooden shoes, Boat-house
the zomp, Traditional goose market or Rope running. .
The projects for the Regge cost them money because they had to sell
9% of the farming land and if the barriers are removed, the agriculture
and quality of products will be affected. Farmers dislike the idea of
Regge being widened Also, considering the committees, they are
worried because of the few persons that represents them, their voices
are not heard

3.6.

Interview with member of “Natur en Miliu” Wierden - Jan
Sasbrink
Main conclusions






The main interest of the
organization is placed into
region of Wierden and the
environment within it. The
institution has 50 members
and they collaborate with
City Hall of Wierden and
IVN-Enter Ryessen.
It has been involved or has
knowledge
of
several
projects: Natura 2000, EHS – Ecologich Hvofd Structure, Volunteers
that work in the neighbourhood and Spankenplan.
Projects stall or advance really slow because of the conflict of interests
between farmers and Natuur en Milieu Wierden on one hand, and the
conflicting projects that the Municipality has implemented on the
other.
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For the future, the organization will continue implementing the current
projects. They do so, because nature is very important for the region.
In this content they believe it is important to maintain a balance
between nature and agriculture.

Interview with owner of “Campsite Molke” - Bert Van De
Maat
Main conclusions
3.7.




Mölke is a friendly holiday park and campsite in Twente/ Overijssel.
Mr. Bert is the owner of the park; he has been working in the business for 35
years.
 The number of tourists is going down because if the financial crisis and there
are a lot of better places the tourists can go.
 Families are going to the camp, while during the normal seasons mostly old
people visit the campsite.
 About the importance of having a campsite; for people to relax and do other
activities than the daily basis routine life
 Mr. Bert is against the barriers in the river (Remove)
 He recommends to build a bridge on the top of the Regge for several reasons:1- For the tourists, so that they can cross the river anytime, not to wait till the
end.
2- For the own campsite, to expand it
 About the brand, Mr. Bert thinks it‟s a good idea, if the main reason of slogan
or brand is for tourists then I think it will work, but if it is for citizens it will
not work.
 The main reason that makes the Regge not well known by others is Promotion.
(From his own perspective).
 An estimated plan for the future to attract tourists.
 The nature clubs have the biggest power among the companies and
municipality, which is not good.
 Mr. Bert is willing to cooperate and he thinks it is a good idea to implement it.
 The municipality can make everyone aware about the problems in the Regge
and make some promotions. Moreover, it can start with the first step of cooperating the stakeholders.
3.8. Interview with member of the „Waterschap” – G. Bruins
Main conclusions




The working area of the waterschap is limited with two big streams, the
"Regge" and the Dinkel".
The core business is to get good water system, managing with climate changes
(weather flooding or dehydration) and managing the water quality.
Now the Regge is canalized stream, in the past it used to be 100 Km, it was
full of curves, now it is straight and the length is 50 Km.
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Farmers do not want to give their land away.
Everyone wants something for the region (co-operation can be done).
We can develop the tourism, by some touristic functions (the ideas are
mentioned in the report).
The river is not deep enough.
Farmers can exchange lands, so they can trade lands.
Some farmers are willing to co-operate and share their lands(Mr. Bert de
Velde)
We have money, and we can offer it on time for reconstruction of the river.
Creating a brand is a very good idea; everyone uses the brand with their own
specialty of business.
The people are not attracted to the region, because the region in not inviting
the people, there are fences everywhere.
Ideas about new projects for the region.
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4. Analytical techniques

This chapter includes interviewed stakeholder analysis, discussions and
conclusions out of the interviews, problem tree made during the process, also SWOT
(Strengths/Weaknesses/Opportunities/Threats) and TOWS matrix which fallows from
the SWOT.
4.1. Stakeholder analysis
In order to get a clear view on the general situation and public opinion
concerning the situation of Regge river, the gathered information were analysed and
conclusions were drawn as presented in the table below. The conclusions drawn are
presented in chapter 4.2. in order to get a clear view of the current relations of
cooperation and difference in opinion between stakeholders.
After the analysis of the taken interviews, the condescend information
regarding Regge river, as well as the relations between stakeholders are presented in
the table below:

Water Board
(Mr. G.H. Bruins)

LTO
(J. Rohaan)

(Name)

Intentions/Objectives/
Activities

Keep the Regge river as it is
Member of the LTO committee for
6 years

Water board – good water system
Mr. Bruins is the account manager
at the Water Board for 11 years. .
One of his goals is to convince the
farmers to cooperate and that they
would have economic benefits
trough this project.
He wants to make Regge more
natural, attract tourist through
various actions.

Potential
Co-operation with
Other stakeholder(s) and
why?
No. Few shops sell
products. If a brand is
created and the number of
shops increases, the
earnings will drop.

Potential conflicts with
other stake holders(s) and
why?

With the Municipality Many farmers do not
want to sell the land.
Water Board- Bringing
the river to the initial
state will affect the crops
of the farmers.
Everybody wants
With most of the
something from the region. farmers.-They do not
Cooperation can be done.
want to sell the land.
Some farmers are willing
With the municipality.
to cooperate and share
their lands so they could
get benefit from them (Mr.
Bart de Velde)
He agrees with the idea of
branding.
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VVV Point

Winery
(Anja Bann)

(Jan Sasbring)

“Natur en Milieu” Wierden

Jannie Jansen

Foundation Enterse Zomp
(Marinus Jansen)

Marinus Jansen is a member of the
regional Foundation Enterse Zomp
and he is also the president of the
foundation „stichting
oudheidkamer‟.
The vision for the Enterse Zomp to
be opened 5-6 days a week and
offer activities so tourists can learn
more about Regge river.

Regional foundation
Enterse Zomp has a
connection with „stichting
oudheidkamer‟, cooperates
with Discover the Regge
and has a connection with
the Water Board
(information point for the
water board).
Branding- depends on the
available funds and people
involved.
Jannie Jansen works nearby. She is Jannie Jansen thinks about
also a member of the board of the
cooperation. She likes the
Zomp museum.
idea of branding. On the
Vision – Jannie Jansen believes it is other hand, she doesn‟t
important to keep traditions alive. It want Enterse to become
is important to educate youngsters
too crowded.
and society into history (within the
region or on the farms) and
farming.
Jan Sasbring is a member of “Natur With the City Hall
en Milieu” Wierden..
With IVN Enter Reissen
For the future, he wants the
He agrees with local
continuation of the currents project branding.
implementation.
A balance between agriculture and
nature is desired.

Her family owns a winery that has
been opened since 2005.
They also offer 6-12 caravan
places.
They rent the bar for different
occasions.
They would like to attract more
tourist, but financial resources are a
concern
Tourist information point
Detain information on touristic
attractions of the region and
accommodation possibilities, also
for different activities they can
offer options

Tourist point in Twente –
advertising.
Students from Emelo
come and help harvesting
the grapes.
They are open for
cooperation.
Yes for branding.
With the companies or
stakeholders they promote.

No.

No.

Water board-communityprovince - Big canals that
are good for farmers are
bad for nature
Conflicting projects –
making Regge natural,
yet constructing new
canals.

No conflict

No
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Municipality
(Jan Tent Tije)
Molke
(Bert Van de
Mölke)

He is a civil servant of the
municipality of Wierden.
He owns a campsite.
The general point of view and his
subjective points of view coincide.
People come to rest. There should
not be a large number of tourists.
First, there should be places where
they can rest. Secondly, there
should be activities that they could
do. Thirdly, there should be an
income out of regional products
Molke is a campsite locate on
Regge river in Twente/ Overijssel..
In the future, he plans to buy a
piece of land across Regge river
in order to expand the campsite..

Municipality can be the
information and
communication point to
help locals to come
together and exchange
information.

Between citizens and the
environment: there is to
much diversity in farms
and companies, resulting
concerns for noise, light,
smell and safety matter

He is open for
cooperation.
Concerning the branding
issue, if it is from the
tourist point of view then
he agrees. If it is from the
citizen point of view, then
he believes that they must
have good local products
first, so they would be
stimulated to have local
branding.

Molke-LTO: making
Regge more natural.
Molke-Nature clubs:
Their interests make it
hard for the companies
investments to realize.
Molke – Municipality:
because it does not want
to sell the land necessary
for Molke to expand.

4.1.1. Cooperation
The relations of cooperating presented in the table above are summarized as
following:


LTO is against branding.



M.J. Bruins says that some farmers are willing to cooperate in order to get a
better used and bigger profit out of their lands.



Marinus Jansen cooperates with Enterse Zomp, Stichting oudheidkanes, Water
Board (information point and meeting location) and he is neutral about
branding because his main concern is the foundlings to be taken form Enterse
Zomp for such a project.



Jannie Jansen is open for cooperation. She agrees with the branding proposal.
She does not want for Enterse to become to crowded with tourists.



Jan Sasbring cooperates with Municipality of Wierden and IVN Enter Risesn.
He agrees with the idea of branding.



Anya Bann currently cooperates with Tourist Point in Twente that offers her
winery some advertising. Also students from universities come and help with
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the grape harvesting. They are open for further cooperation. She agrees with
the idea of local branding.


Jan Ten Tije believes that the Municipality can become information and
communication point for the citizens where they can gather and exchange
information.



Bert Van de Mölke is open for cooperation. Concerning the branding issue, if
it is from the tourist point of view then he agrees. If it is from the citizen point
of view, then he believes that they must have good local products first, so they
would be stimulated to have local branding.
4.1.2. Difference in opinion
The relations of difference in opinions presented in the table above are

summarized as following:


LTO is in conflict with the Water Board and the Municipality because they
fear that making Regge River flow more naturally, situation that can affect the
quality of the crops.



Water Board is in conflict with some farmers that do not wants to sell their
land in order to make Regger River more natural. From the Water board point
of view , the farmers don‟t see the benefits rural tourism can bring, as well the
bazisns on the Regge River, if build.



Marinus Jansen is not involved in conflicts of any kind.



Jannie Jansen is not involved in any conflict



Jan Sasbring believes that there is a conflict between Water Board, the
community and the province. The water canals are good for the farmers but
they are bad for nature.



Anya Ban is not involved in any conflict.



Jan ten Tije has brought to attention the conflict between the citizens and the
environment. The citizens complain about the big diversity of farms and firms.
The complain about issues as light, noise, smell or safety issues.



Mr. Bert Van de Mölke is in favour of making Regge river more natural and
removing the barrios. This can lead to a conflict with alto. There is also
tension in the relation with the Nature clubs. Their interests make it hard for
the companies‟ investments to realize. There is also tension with the
Municipality because it does not want to sell the land necessary for Molke to
expand.
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4.1.3. Cooperation relations.
In the following schemes the cooperation relations will be presented. It is
noticeable that not all stakeholders are cooperating with each other.

There are 3 main factors in these schemes: the representatives of local governance and the
stakeholders which are positive towards cooperation and the stakeholders who hold a
neutral position. The stakeholders are grouped in this way due to the following reason:
cooperation between stakeholders can be voluntary, but cooperation with local
governance has obligatory sides as well (tax, following the law etc).
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It can be concluded that even though most of the stakeholders are open towards
cooperation or are currently cooperating, not all are cooperating with each other or
towards a common goal. Each stakeholder has a different point of view on the mater,
even though the main idea of cooperating is common. By their position towards the ideas
written in the centre it is possible to understand the strength of preference toward this
idea. Their placement in certain square show the current relation of cooperation described
in the schne before.

4.1.4. Difference in opinions
Depending on the subject, not all those involved tend to agree. As it is
presented below, it is noticeable that there exists a difference on opinion
concerning the projects which aim to make Regge River more natural and also
the branding issue.
Making Regge more natural
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4.1.5.

Branding
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4.1.6. Other matters
Besides the main topics that are in the centre of opinion differences, there are
also secondary topics that revolve around only one or two stakeholder or could also
involve smaller stakeholders. These differences in opinion are presented below.


LTO believes that there is a conflict between Water Board, the community and
the province. The water canals are good for the farmers but they are bad for
nature.



Municipality has brought to attention the conflict between the citizens and the
environment. The citizens complain about the big diversity of farms and firms.
The complaints about issues as light, noise, smell or safety issues.

Molke camping is in favour of making Regge river more natural and removing
the barrios. This can lead to a conflict with LTO. There is also tension in the relation
with the Nature clubs whose activities slow down company‟s development. There is
also tension with the Municipality because it does not want to sell the land necessary
for Molke to expand.
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4.2. Problem tree
The problem analysis is one participatory tool of mapping out main problems,
along with their causes and effects, supporting project planners to identify clear and
manageable goals and the strategy of how to achieve them. The identification of the
negative aspects of an existing situation with their “causes and effects” in a problem
tree
4.2.1. Inventory of problems
The main problems of this specific project are low local entrepreneurship
activities, which are caused by high number of initiative projects, but low level of
implementation. The main reasons for this are lack of common strategy and lack of
financial resources.
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Low local entrepreneurship activities

High number of initiative projects, low level of
implementation

4.2.2. Problem tree

No common strategy for the

Lack of financial resources

municipality and entrepreneurs for the
result to be achieved in the region

Lack of cooperation

Lack of communication/information

Lack of sponsors

Coused by
Conflicts about

Lack of courage

Regge river

of implementing the

(Waterboard-Farmers)

projects (limitations)

Leading to
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4.3. SWOT OR TOWS Analysis (TOWS Matrix)
SWOT is the acronym for strength, weakness, opportunities and threats
whereas TWOS is the acronym for threats, weakness, opportunities and strengths both
refers to the same thing. SWOT or TWOS analysis use by the firm to develop
strategies or we can say possible set of strategies. Strategists prefer SWOT or TWOS
because it gives alternative set of strategies which help the firm to choose the
strategies suit the firm in terms of available resources.
SWOT analysis is not only the part of strategic management; it‟s also the part
of marketing, human resource and other business areas. In this tutorial we will
develop TOWS matrix and its attributes in detail to show firm develop strategies
using TOWS or SWOT matrix.
The example of the process to use the TOWS matrix will be included in the
appendices chapter.
4.3.1. SWOT analysis
Consultation with stakeholders using a strengths, weaknesses, opportunities
and threats.
(SWOT) framework has revealed the following issues concerning the "Regge"
region.
Strength (+)

Weaknesses (-)

1- Nature & Environment

1- Fear of change

2- Tradition & History

2- High price of traditional products

3- Touristic infrastructure

3- Lack of coordination & communication
4- Conflicts between stakeholders

Opportunities (+)

Threats (-)

1- Activities to attract tourists

1- Political opinion

2- Co-operation with other organizations

2- Big cost risk

3- To establish a market program to attract

3- Competitions with the nearby regions

tourists
4- Creating a local brand might rise the economy
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4.3.2. Description of TOWS
To carry out a TOWS Analysis, consider the following combinations:
Strengths/Opportunities:
Consider all strengths one by one listed in the SWOT Analysis with each
opportunity to determine how each internal strength can help you capitalize on each
external opportunity.
Strength/Threats:
Threats: The threats points which are listed in the SWOT analysis will be
changed from negative points (-) into positive points (+) in the TOWS matrix.
Consider all strengths one by one listed in the SWOT Analysis with each
threat to determine how each internal strength can help you avoid every external
threat.
Weaknesses/Opportunities:
Consider all weaknesses one by one listed in the SWOT Analysis with each
opportunity to determine how each internal weakness can be eliminated by using each
external opportunity.
Weaknesses/Threats:
Consider all weaknesses one by one listed in the SWOT Analysis with each
threat to determine both can be avoided.
The numbers and scoring:
The numbering will be estimated by each factor and its impact on the Regge
area, weather the importance of it or the beneficial use. The scoring will be on a scale
from 1-5 (as 1 is the lowest and 5 is the highest)
The main goal of the matrix:
The outcome chosen balance of the Opportunities & Threats will consider
as "The highest Strategic Point"
The outcome chosen balance of the Strength & weaknesses will be "The
points which we need to focus and work on them" and we propose you to consider it
as the recommendations of the project.
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4.3.3.

TOWS analysis (Matrix)

Balance S-W

Average Weaknesses

Weaknesses [W]
4. Conflicts between the
stakeholders.

3. Lack of coordination &
Communication.

2. High price of traditional
products.

1. Fear of change.

Average Strength

Strengths [S]
3. Touristic Infrastructure.

2. Tradition & History.

1. Nature & Environment.

STRATEGIES
Use strengths to take advantage of
opportunities;
Overcome weaknesses by taking
advantage of opportunities;
Use strengths to avoid threats;
Minimize weaknesses and avoid
threats;

Opportunities [O]
1.

Activities to attract tourists.

2.
Cooperation with other
organizations
3.
To establish a market
programme to attract tourists
4.
Creating a local
might rise the economy

brand

Subtotal Opportunities

4
4 4
3
3 3
3
3 3
3
3 4
1
13 14

4
5
3
3
3
5
4
3
1
16

5

5

4
16 4
4
9 5
3
9 5
3
4 2
5
11 2
3
4 3
3
10 3
5
1
1
14 15

4

3
2

2

3
4
2
3

4

4
3
4

5

2
5

2

10

2
1

0

14

3
-4

3
3

3
3

17

5

2

3

2

15

4
4

3

3
-2
4
-8

4

3
3

-

1
2
5
12 15

Threats [T] (Positively) (+)
1. To influence the political
opinion.

2. To focus on law cost activities.
3. To offer
highlights.

unique

2

Balance O-T

1

3

3
4 3
3 3
5
5 3

9

9

4

regional

Average Threats

2
1

0

3
3

3
2

9
-

3

8

0

9

6
6

6

3
3

3
3

2
2

3

3
3

2
2

2

7

8

6

5
5

2

7
7
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e

4.3.4. Conclusions out of SWOT:
As mentioned above in the matrix scheme, we can see that the outcome
balance between the strength and the opportunities is three main factors which scored
the highest among the four points and we need to focus on these points and work on
them:
1) Activities to attract tourists
-

Boat trips

-

Educational trips (School excursions)

-

Make competitions to take a picture creative picture with the biggest wooden
shoe in Netherlands

-

Sports orientation activities

-

Create an internet home page (web site)

2) Creating a local brand
-

Create a slogan

3) Co-operation with other organizations
-

The stakeholders can expand and cooperate with other cities or different
organizations to improve the area.

-

To cooperate with "well known" organizations among Holland.
The second comparison which is between the opportunities and threats shows

the highest strategic points and the point we need to avoid as Three aspects:1) The conflicts between stakeholders
2) The high price of traditional products
3) The fear of change
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5.

Conclusions

From the research of the region fallowing conclusions can be formulated:
1. The main problem of the region is low local entrepreneurship activities,
which fallows from low implementation of projects, even if there are many
ideas about the development.
2. There is a need of common strategy for developing the region and finances
in order to achieve them.
3. From the interviews of the stakeholders it can identified that there is some
cooperation level in between the stakeholders, there are also some
discussion objects for example about the branding implementation, but
even if there are different opinions about implementing it, branding is a
good idea in order to have identity for the municipality and it strengthens
the region from the insight, also entrepreneurs have bigger opportunities to
develop within the region.
4. The main strong points of the region are nature and traditions, weak points
are fear of change, lack of communication and high prices of the local
products, opportunities are new activities for tourists, marketing program
and branding, the main threats are cost risk and competition of near by
regions.
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6.

Recommendations

From Fallowing recommendations can be formulated for the target group of
the project.
1. First recommendation is to increase activities for tourists by increasing the
number of boat trips (when Enterse Zomp boat will be finished), make
educational trips for schools, competitions for tourists to take a creative
picture with the biggest wooden shoe in the Netherlands which can be
found in municipality of Wierden and sports orientation activities for
youth, so they explore the region at the same time having fun with other
students.
2. Secondly, to establish a market programme to attract tourists which can be
done by creating a home page for the locals (they could log in) and the
tourists which could see all the possibilities and activities available in the
region. The locals could update it themselves any time they want and the
tourists would receive only the latest information.
3. Thirdly, creating a local brand, since there is no slogan for municipality of
Wierden, also local branding is a good idea, to unite the entrepreneurs who
make products themselves under one kind of brand, it that way activate the
entrepreneurship activities within the region, at the same time attracting
tourists to visit and taste products offered from the specific region.
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7.

Feedback after presentation

This chapter contains feedback from stakeholders who were at presentation on
23rd of November 2011. The feedback consists of two parts – feedback from
suggestions

after

the

presentation

and

comments

given

about

reports

recommendations.
Presentation went well and it reached its goal. It caused a big discussion
between stakeholders who were explaining more about situation in the region and
gave advises how to work forward and were to dig deeper.
From presentations point of view stakeholders concluded that the founded and
gathered information in the report is factually correct, but also they suggested to dig
deeper and look more into citizenship and for each SWOT strong point find a bound
or link for the effect to the current situation.
From recommendation point of view of the report the stakeholders approved
the idea of suggested touristic activities such as educational trips and boat trips for
which they developed ideas during the workshop.
Stakeholders also approved idea of branding and creating local label for local
products, but admitted that it might be quite complicated to implement it. The idea
about creating a webpage was well recognized but had no impact to the further action.
Overall the client of the project was satisfied, since it activated the local
people to pattern ideas for the future development of the Regge region and made them
unite and work together, the atmosphere was quite informal and stakeholders were
freely expressing their opinion.
.
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Appendices

An Appendix contains information that is non-essential to understanding of
the paper, but may present information that further clarifies a point without burdening
the body of the presentation.

Appendices:Headings: Each appendix is identified by a Roman numeral in sequence. In
this report the Appendices contain from
Appendix I


List of names of students
Appendix II



List of interviews
Appendix III



Checklist of the interviewees
Appendix IV



The interviews report
Appendix V



The weekly report for Groene Kennispoort Twente
Appendix VI



The use of the SWOT analysis and TOWS matrix
Appendix VII



The finale presentation
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Appendix I :- List of students
Fur fallowing students are currently studying in CAH Dronten University of
Applied Sciences “International rural innovation and development”
List of names of students and background of them:
1. Ieva Neimane (Latvia) – Latvian University of Agriculture, Faculty of
economics “Regional planning and development”

2. Kareem Hashim (U.A.E) – Cairo University, Faculty of Agriculture
“Food Processing Technology”(Nutrition) & CAH-Dronten,
“International Food Chain Management”

3. Lelia Pop (Romania) - University of Agricultural Sciences and veterinary
Medicine, faculty of Horticulture, section of Engineering and
Management in rural tourism food safety
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4. Zane Stalte (Latvia) - Latvian University of Agriculture, Faculty of

economics “Regional planning and
development”

Ieva, Zane, Kareem and Lelia (from left) in Wierden

Appendix II

:- List of interviewes

The total number of interviews was Nine and they were divided into two
rounds:II.1) The First round:
-

LTO (Mr. J. Rohaan)
Interviewer: Lelia Pop & VHL student


-

Waterschap Regge en Dinkel (Mr. G. Bruins)
Interviewer: Kareem Hashim & VHL student


-

Enterse Zomp (Mr.M. Jansen)
Interviewer: Ieva Neimane & VHL student


-

Binnen gait (Ms. Jannie Jansen)
Interviewer: Zane Stalte & VHL student
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II.2) The Second round:
-

Wijngaardbaan (Ms. Anja Baan)
Interviewer: Zane Stalte


-

Municipality of Weirden (Mr. Jan Tin Tije)
Interviewer: Ieva Neimane


-

Campsite t' Molke (Mr. Bert Van De Maat)
Interviewer: Kareem Hashim


-

Natuur en Milieu Wierden (Mr. Jan Sasbrink)
Interviewer: Lelia Pop


-

VVV-Point (Receptionist)
Interviewer: The whole group



Appendix III :- checklist of the interviewees
Contains all the questions that have been asked to the interviewees during the
two rounds.
III.1) Checklist of the interviewees:-

1. Questions which refers to stakeholders, how they are related with
problem
 Vision – how the Regge region should look like?
 What they want to improve in this region?
 What is contribution from stakeholders?
 If they want to create a local brand? If Yes, then what would be with
brand?
 What are the available resources in this region?
2. Questions about current situation
 Why there are only few farms remaining?
 What is the current situation about tourism?
 Is there some kind of limitations?
 What can you offer for tourists?
 What is your target group of attraction?
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Are you cooperating with other stakeholders?
Is it easy to an entrepreneur in this region? If no, what kind support
they need?

3. Strengths and weaknesses
 What are the local crafts and traditions?
 What they like and dislike in the region?
 Can you name strengths and weaknesses of region?
4. Opportunities, how to organize it
 What is your proposal for new projects in region?
 What kind of organisation can be founded? Do you will take part in it?
 Why the previous projects did not come truth. Which project they
know?
III.2) Additional Questions:
1. How long have you lived in the area?
2. What is your connection to the area, like housing, work, social life, recreation
etc.?

3.
4.
5.
6.

What is your contribution for your interest group, association in the region?
You see opportunities for economic benefit from tourism?
You previously worked on a similar project?
. Are you able to participate in workshops or willing to cooperate in the
future?
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Appendix IV :- the interview reports
Contains the theoretical reports written by the CAH students (the interviewers
of all the interviews.
IV.1)

Report of the interview
Interview with Marinus Jansen
Interviewer: Ieva Neimane & VHL student
(Regionale Stichting Enterse Zomp)

Little insight of Enterse Zomp: About 200 years ago there were
around 100 ships in the area of Enter, which were also built here using oak.
Since the roads were in a bad condition and there were no trains, the goods
and products were carried with the help of the river, for example (in the 17 th
century) the blocks from the Royal palace in Amsterdam were transported
with these ships, called „zompen‟. They all had a flat bottom, because the river
Regge was meandering very strongly and on some places not deeper than
about 60-80 centimeters.
In the area of Enter Regge river is about 4-5 meters wide and only 60
centimeters deep (in summer the dept is even less).
Marinus Jansen is a member of the regional Foundation Enterse Zomp
and he is also the president of the foundation „stichting oudheidkamer‟

The interview:
How long have you lived in the area?
Marinus Jansen lives in the Enter for about 40 years. Not too far from
Enterse Zomp building, (a new built shipyard, used for maintenance of an
older zomp and building a new historical zomp again) about 500 metres.
With what Enterse Zomp is occupied right now?
Nowadays, there is built one boat by the similarity from the boats
hundred years ago, but it is about 4-5 km away from the Enterse Zomp. Right
now there is a project where about 6-8 people voluntary are building another
one. It was started about 1 and a half year ago and it is planned to finish it in
about 5 weeks time, people work 2 days a week, the new boat is about 13
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meters long, just as the original last zomp that was build in 1875 en is now
resting in the local Zompenmuseum) and 2,7 metres wide. Since the Regge
river is so shallow, the boat is only 40 centimetres deep, the oak for the boat
was found in Denmark and transported to the Netherlands.
The Money for Enterse Zomp project (the new shipyard and the
building of a new ship) is about € 900.000. About 60% of it is from European
Union Funds, the department Overijssel, the regional Waterboard (waterschap
Regge en Dinkel) and municipality of Wierden, about 40% came from „Good
purposes foundations‟ and local/regional businessman.
What is the current situation of tourism?
The Enterse Zomp complex, called De Waarf (dialect for „The
shipyard‟) have also a little restaurant and places for family parties and
meetings. The waterboard rents it for 1-2 times per month for meetings,
sometimes other organisations rents the restaurant. In the season (AprilOctober) there about 10.000 tourists are transported in the boat trips with the
already existing replica which was built in 1986. This ship is home-based in
Rijssen, a small town about 4 kilometers from Enter (which is a village with
about 7500 unhabitants).
What are the strong and weak points of the region?
Strength (+)

Water


Woods


Small towns

Landscape

Calm, peaceful environment

Safe, not a lot of crime

Lots of old farmhouses
18/19th century)

Motorway A-1 gives direct
connection from Amsterdam, but also
from Germany.

Weaknesses (-)
Similar to other areas
Not very exclusive

The region is strong from the inside, people are proud to live here,
combining work with relaxing at the same time.
Weakness is the strength of the city also – other areas also have similar
strengths – being peaceful and having beautiful landscape, it is not very
exclusive.
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Which do you think are valuable parts/traditions/resources of the
area?
It is the history of the region, our cultural heritage, as it was a region
with a lot of boats going to different parts of the Netherlands to supply
products and goods. But unfortunately tourists are not that interested only in
the history.
Do you see opportunities to improve the region? Or have you
already taken the initiative to ensure the development of the region,
maybe by cooperating with other stakeholders?
Regional foundation Enterse Zomp has a connecting link with the
„stichting oudheidkamer‟ (which is responsible for 2 museums in the village of
Enter – a wooden shoe museum and the museum about the history of zomps,
Regge and Enter areas). In the museum of history it is possible to see the old
zomp from 1875, a lot of instruments, used for building that ship and other
information and in De Waarf (the new shipyard) it is possible to see the boat
and development in a practical way. Also the foundation cooperates with
Discover the Regge area foundation who organizes different kind of activities
for about 4/5 years already. They offer camping places, hotel boat trips, all
kind of walking roots are available.
Also there is a connection to Waterboard, because Enterse Zomp is an
information point for the Waterboard and they arrange meetings in the Enterse
Zomp by renting the restaurant as mentioned.
What is the plan to get money when there is no project money for
Enterse Zomp anymore?
We are expecting a lot more tourists, using our old and new ship for
trips along the Regge, but definitely there would not be enough money for a
third boat. The perfect vision is that other people order to build a boat, there
are 2-3 groups which show interest about this at the moment.
Have you heard about other projects about developing the region,
if and why they were not realized and have you had to encounter with
difficulties or some limits in your field of work?
No, not really. I don‟t think there are limitations for developing. It is a
pity that the Tourist Offices in the area are all stand-alone offices with not
enough cooperation. So we are hoping that the initiative from the municipality
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of Wierden will bring more cooperation and new ideas for working at a
stronger regional economy.
Do you think it is important to make the region more attractive in
an economical and touristical way?
Yes, definitely. Enterse Zomp is in between bigger cities, and young
students are more attracted to the bigger cities, there should be a development
to the region.
Are you informed that the Municipality of Wierden wants to make
the Regge region more attractive in an economical and touristic way and
wants to form a new association?
Yes, I am informed.
Are you willing and able to cooperate in the future in other
workshops or organizations?
Yes, we are. There should be development firstly in recreation –
exploring the boats and making a more attractive touristic and recreational
network. Secondly we are working, together with local schools on educational
development.
What should be the target group of attracting the tourists in the
region?
Our target groups are the youngsters 10-11 years up to 18 years old,
and also grown ups. We are planning and working to produce different games
for the kids like drawing a boat, playing games connected to the region. But
also whole families who can recreate some days in this region. There must
come more attraction points for these kinds of groups.
If there would be a brand product made, would you be interested
in taking part in it?
That is difficult question, it depends on how much money it would take
from Enterse Zomp. There is a big difference between big commercialized
cities, places and organisations, working with professionals, and smaller ones
which have not that much money and who work only with volunteers.
What is the vision for Enterse Zomp?
We like to see it open 5 or 6 days per week, not only the restaurant, but
also visitors take trips through the Regge river and learn more about the
region.
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The water and calmness should be used better in the future, but in a
right controlled way. There should be more recreational highlights than now
around the river Regge. At the moment it is used by our zomp and some
canoes only.
Summary: The Regge region has a lot of values - landscape, history,
biggest wooden shoe in the Netherlands (located near the wooden shoe
museum), but the problem is that it is not commercialized enough, there is a
need for good ideas how to do that.
Enterse Zomp could develop in recreation and touristic activities, by
giving tours with the boat opening the restaurant more days per week, and also
educational activities, the volunteers (teachers from school) could educate
young students about the region values, as there are volunteers already now
from citizens who help to build the boat.
There could be new organizations founded, also a new brand for the
locals, but it should be thought out carefully, because there is a big gap
between commercialized museums and other recreational organizations and
sights and places like Enterse Zomp and the musea in Enter which both are run
with volunteers.

Official homepage of Regionale Stichting Enterse Zomp:
http://www.entersezomp.nl/
Interview was conducted by Jochem van de Kamp and Ieva Neimane
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IV.2)

Report of the interview
Interview with Jan ten Tije
Interviewer: Ieva Neimane
(Municipality of Wierden civil servant/entrepreneur)

Little insight: Jan ten Tije is a civil servant working in Municipality of
Wierden and also an entrepreneur who owns campsite and runs it with his family. In
the campsite it is possible to find beautiful nature and landscape enjoy tourism
activities, cycle, listen to birds songs and many other ancient things of the area.
The Interview
1. What is the current situation in the campsite?
In the year 1965 it was started as an agritourism with cows, pigs, growing crop.
Now the camping site is the main income, there are still cows to be found on the land,
but they belong to another farmer, it is just for visitors to feel the environment of
countryside. The area is 4.5 hectares + 3 hectares meadow and forest. Tourists come
all season (the season is from 1 st of April until 1st of October) for 15 places where to
stay overnight, but also there is an all year long season for 40 trailer places and 2
guest houses. This year a lot of people wanted to stay for the whole season and there
is a list of people who want to come and no place to take them, but that is a good
index.
2.What is the problem in your point of view? What should be improved?
The campsite is too far from the Regge river, the bus stop is 1 km away, so
without the car it is complicated, but if everybody has a car it is not so good for the
environment. To attract people there is a need to have things with which they can be
attracted and also commercial is needed, because if people do not know about the
possibilities what can be found, they do not come. And our campsite in a way is not
commercialized enough.
For example there are the new electric cars, which can be rented and it is possible
to go to a restaurant for example, drink some coffee and than bring the car back to the
renting place. On the car there are stickers with commercials, it is a win-win situation
from both sides. That would be a good idea for this region.
3.Are there a lot of entrepreneurs in the region?
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Around 20% of the people who live in this region earn money out of the farming,
living at the country side. Majority of people go to the cities to work and earn money.
4.What is your vision for the future?
There are two point of views – the general point of view and my subjective point
of view but they are quite similar – that people would come to rest, but there should
not be too many, because than it is impossible to have a rest, because it would be too
loud. Than more places there are where to stay than less money the hotels and
campsites will ask.
There should be not only tourism in the region, but other things also. So firstly,
there should be places to stay at the night, secondly, there should be things what to do
and thirdly, there could be income out of producing special foods of the region. For
example under the region branding which could be made.
5.What do you think are the strength and weaknesses of the region?
Strenghts
Location – not too far to drive to
bigger cities
Landscape
Culture

Weaknesses
Landscape
Lack of young entrepreneurs
Cycle path along the Regge has
missing links

A lot of cycle & walking paths

Regge Region is a nice place where to be, it is not too crowded and not too
dense populated, if there is a need to drive to bigger cities it is not too far. Also
Landscape is a strong side, because it is diverse, it is possible to see and find many
different sights, but that can be also a weakness, maybe it is too diverse.
Also the culture is a strong point, because it has a lot of history and Regge has
an important role in it.
The weakness to the region is lack of young entrepreneurs, the majority of them
have their business started long time ago, there is a need for new fresh insights.
6.Are the citizens complaining about something? And if yes, about what?
Yes, the citizens complain about the diversity (there are many chicken, cow and
other companies) it makes a conflict between citizens and environment – the noise,
light, smell and safety.
7.What is the reason for not implementing the projects?
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Afraid of change, mentality, age of the entrepreneurs. And there are threats from
nature and world market prices, also the money fro the government is getting less
every year, but the good thing is that there are people still helping each other and now
waiting for the governments support.
8.What is the help that the municipality can offer?
Municipality can not be so strict with the rules, when there are new ideas and
developments. For example if a farmer wants to build something else on the land or
expand, municipality should be more flexible. But also the municipality will have to
protect the environment, landscape and quality of life and be aware of causing new
conflicts in the countryside.
Municipality can be the information and communication point to help for locals
come together and exchange the information.
There is also a little financial help from municipality, but with a little money and
support a lot of things can be achieved.
9.Where money for new projects and new organizations could be found?
There are finances from the LEADER 2007-2013 available, it is for local citizens
to make and implement projects. But municipality can be partly the subsidizer.
10.What do you think about common webpage, TV commercials, slogan,
organization for stakeholders?
The region needs something effective but not too expensive. TV commercials are
very expensive. A common webpage is a good idea, it is not so expensive and
everyone has internet. Maybe it is a good idea that there are two possible ways to
access it – the locals who can log in and add info and help improve the page and the
visitors, who can see the information which is inserted in the webpage. And also use
the website as a lockal market place for local biological (food) products.
But since we want not too crowded region, we are more looking to attract
occasional visitors rather than bunch of tourists.
Summary:
There is lack of commercializing, fear of change, threats from the nature and
finance to implement new ideas and projects, maybe a slogan with a common
homepage for the tourists is needed but the very good development could be made by
increasing the number of entrepreneurs in the region who would produce and work in
the Regge area, the finance could be found from program like LEADER 2007-2013
with the support and information from the government.
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IV.3)

Report of Waterschap interview
Interviewee: Mr. Bruis
Interviewer: Kareem Hashim & VHL student

Brief introduction about the Waterschap
The working area of the waterschap is limited with two big streams, the
"Regge" and the Dinkel".
The core business is to get good water system, managing with climate changes
(weather flooding or dehydration) and managing the water quality, because they have
a treatment plants in several cities. The interest of the waterschap, is to get good water
system, meaning (not too much water nor too less) with a high quality.
Who is Mr. Bruins?
Mr. Bruins is an account manager who has worked for the waterschap for 10
years. He managed the interaction and contact with other stakeholders in the field
(farmers, but also people from the municipality.
He is responsible of several account managers on part of the region on the
areas of Wierden, Inta, Graijsen and Halendoor) so the west part of the region.
Can you name strengths and weaknesses of the region?
Now the Regge is canalized stream, in the past it used to be 100 Km, it was
full of curves, now it is straight and the length is 50 Km.
W> Farmers do not want to give their land away
W> Not so much money (Every year they have a budget, and there is a lot of
work has to be done in the region, the heads (the directors) have to divide the money
over all the several projects). They have to spread the money to work in one part of
the project. The budget is given by "raise taxes" from the people who live in the
region (special taxes which are not governmental taxes)
W> The working system is not working properly.
S> Everyone wants something for the region (co-operation can be done)
S> That there are weak points in the region, and it‟s a challenge to solve them.
What are the valuable parts of the area and how can we use it for
tourism?
The Zomp (ancient boat) and are some top touristic points, for example where
the two rivers meet together.
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We can develop the tourism, by some touristic functions:





You can park your car and cycle
You can get a boat and float in the water
You can have a walk beside the water and nature
Build a tea house
You can get a sleep in a "haystack"
IDEA: To facilitate a boat and put tourists in the boat which can go around

trip and have a look around.
PROBLEM: The river is not deep enough (the depth of the river when it's
made is dynamic; it was made for water transform). In summer usually its 40-50 Cm
and sometimes 80 Cm.
NOW: The river is canalized, there are four barriers in the river, and you can
get an extra artificial depth of water (it's enough for a flat bout, because the boat needs
60 Cm)
What do you think that the recreation likes from the area around the
Regge?
A lot of opportunities are not used. The farmers have their own economy; they
keep products in their land (high value products). We need some extra areas to make
water basins on it, but the farmers are protesting because they don‟t want to give their
land.
We tell the farmers, "You maintain good areas for intensive agriculture, but
use the Regge basins and the valley of the Regge to generate new ideas or economy.
NEW IDEA: Farmers can exchange lands, so they can trade lands, so the
whole spread lands will be one piece. Basically, they don‟t have to go with a tractor
and cross distance. They put it together under an organization and they get bigger
part, equally to the small part that they had, then they can have better management for
agriculture. Moreover, they can use their land for different economy or income source
(horse riding, cafés)
LIVING EXAMPLE: Some farmers are willing to co-operate and share their
lands, so that they can get benefit out of it. An example of one farmer who is willing
to co-operate is (Mr. Bert de Velde), he is a pilot and he has a big farm with cows, he
wants an intensive agriculture in a small area and he is willing and ready tp cooperate.
What can you offer as an organization and a stockholder?
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We have money, and we can offer it ON TIME for reconstruction the river
and the municipality has also money, so that it can use it for cycle and walk paths, we
can integrate that together and co-operate to have a better place.
The people who pay taxes, they must see what they get out of their money.

What you think about making a local brand for the region?
I didn‟t think about that!! I think it's very good; everyone uses the brand with
their own specialty of business. It's always difficult to convince your manager,
because they think just in cubic meters or square meters (MONEY)
Why do you think the people are not attracted to the region?
The region in not inviting the people, there are fences everywhere
(constructions and there are no bike paths nor foot paths….It's not organized, only
agriculture
Do you have any idea about a project that can attract tourists?
 Make the river more natural
 Educate the children from primary schools by excursions alongside the river
beside the nature and teach them what is living in the water (plants and
creatures…etc.)
 You can go from A to B by boat and coming bake from B to A by different
transport (bike) for example
 Start a new business in the in a farm close to the river, where you can hire a
bike, boat or horse and we can make business parties and eat pancakes!! "You
have to be creative" and he laughs.

Thank you very much, Mr. Bruins
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IV.4)

Interview with Mr. Bert Van de (Mölke)
Interviewer: Kareem Hashim
7th October, Friday

What is the Mölke Park?
Mölke is a friendly holiday park and campsite in Twente/ Overijssel. Mölke
invites people for a holiday during the weekend or mid-week in the east of the
Netherlands.





Enjoying the sun
Climbing in the indoor playground,
Splashing water in the indoor pool and
Canoeing on the Regge.
Having a lazy day or going on a walk in the in the woods together with family.

Mölke is not only a fun holiday park for children, but also for their parents. Every
year 10000 tourists visit the campsite.
Who is Mr. Bert?
The owner of the park, he has been working in the business for 35 years.
What is the current situation of the campsite (tourists)?
These days it is stable (the tourists) it's passing by a little bit difficult time, that
the number of tourists is going down because if the financial crisis and there are a lot
of better places the tourists can go, where the campsites are bigger, more
accommodations that they can rent.
The vision of what will happen in the next coming 5 years:-

(Guests)

(Campsites)

(Gap)
The campsites are slightly increasing widely day after day, and the number of
guests is not growing as much as the campsites, which will lead to a gap problem.
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Who is the target group of the Molke?
Usually during the holidays families are going to the camp, while during the
normal seasons mostly old people visit the campsite.
What are you offering for the Regge?
People can canoe on the Regge, boats for families and boats for groups
Why do you think it's important to have campsites?
For people to relax and do other activities than the daily basis routine life
What do you know about the barriers in the Regge?
I would like them to remove them! The Regge is canalized stream, and people
are enjoying only 10KM of the Regge when they are canoeing, because of the
barriers. If the responsible persons remove the barriers we will have an extra
extension for people to go further, so that they can enjoy the nature and relax. On the
other hand in order to remove the barriers, the municipality must dig deep the Regge,
because without digging the depth of water will not be enough for canoeing, so it is
about co-operating between organizations.

10KM

120CM

50CM

Do you have any ideas or proposals for new projects for the Regge?
To reconstruct the paths, so that people can go on a bike ride or walk beside
the canal and to build a small place for tourists to sit and relax their stay with cold or
hot beverages as well as fishing might be a good idea. Moreover, building a bridge on
the top of the Regge for several reasons, the first reason is that the tourists are
complaining about this, because the Regge is 10KM and when they start to walk
along the canal they must finish it to the very end point in order to come back. If there
is a bridge across the Regge they will be able to cross the other side of the Regge
canal and go back. The other reason is that the Molke is located on the middle of the
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Regge canal and Mr. Bert would really like to buy a piece of land on the other side of
the Regge connected by the bridge, so that the campsite will go bigger and will have
more tourists to attract and more activities to show.
What you think about the project of "Natural Regge"?
The municipality is looking forward to change the canalized stream canal of
the Regge to curvy canal for the nature and nature is good for the tourists.
What you think about a brand for the Regge region?
I think it‟s a good idea, if the main reason of slogan or brand is for tourists
then I think it will work, but if it is for citizens it will not work, because the people of
the region are not waiting for a specific product, but first you must have local good
quality, healthy and unique products, so that people can change their desire into the
regional products.
Why you think this place is not well known by people?
Promotions! We must promote the region and let the people know about the
region and about such a beautiful place like the Regge. The municipality of Weirden,
municipality of Halendoorn can show and finance the promotions by the taxes that
they receive from the tourists and from the citizens.
What do you think about giving some attraction creativity for the region?
That is a very good idea! With making a zoo the Regge will be unique and
attractive! We can plan for the future; they can locate the zoo beside the piece of land
(5 hectares) that I will buy from the municipality, of course building a zoo needs
money, they can use the money that I will pay for the land, on building up a zoo.
After the end of the barrier, the municipality can also build few big houses for living
viewing the Regge it can create a lot of money, a lot of people would like to live in
such a nice natural place.
What are the threats of the Regge?
1. Removing
the barriers
without
digging as
mentioned
above!
2. The current
situation in
the region
(The
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percentage pie)

Usually, when the nature clubs (Ex: DLH, LO, NMO…etc.) have the highest
percentage (the biggest input) in the pie it affects the company, because the nature
clubs want only their benefit and their benefit is behind the growth of the nature all
over the region. The nature clubs disagree always about the interest of the company
and they stop the business. When the PP (percentage pie) is divided into 4 equal
inputs, the possibility of growing the business is normal and higher than the previous
PP.
What do you think about co-operation between stakeholders?
It is a good idea and I am willing to co-operate. Co-operation between
stakeholders is always helping the growth and the development of the targeted place.
For example, its good form making the "future plan" that we talked about it above.
When you have a plan you can discuss between different ideas and possibilities and it
will work better. Connections and relations are always helpful.
What can the municipality can offer?
-

Promotions
Co-operate people (stakeholders)
To make everyone aware about the problems of the regions and the chances
Do you face any difficulties?
Yes, the land to explore! It's difficult to have a land even if I have money, they

do not sell a piece of land in an easy way, because they have money and they have
lands, so basically they are satisfied.
I can see that you are planning to do something new in the campsite?
Yes, bowling! Underground bowling, I tried to come up with a new idea
different than others, I hope it will work properly and it will attract not only tourists
but citizens also.
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IV.5)

Interview – Round 1

Interviewers: Lucia Lelia Pop (CAH); Piet Schriemer (VHL)
Interviewee: J. Rohaan, member of LTO committee
Introduction with current interviewee: J. Rohaan has been born and lived in
Enter. He currently owns a chicken farm for 11 years now. In his property exists the
house and the barn were the chicken are kept and the eggs are checked and packet.
They have in the farm 30.000 chickens. They plan to expand to own a second barn.
Currently they have classes of 1 hour or two with small children from 7 to 11 years
old. He is taking part in the LTO committee. He has been a part of the LTO
committee for 6 years now.
Questionnaire
5. Questions which refers to stakeholders, how they are related with
problem
 How long have you lived in the area?
o 11 years on the farms
o Always in Enter region.
 The Vision – how the Regge region should look like?
o Leave it as it is
 What they want to improve in this region?
o Project consultants want to bring Regge River to its original
width of 175 m.
 What is contribution from stakeholders?
o Few farms have shops.
o Few farms take tourists. Most prefer agriculture
o Tourists don‟t bring a penny.
 If they want to create a local brand? If yes, then what would be with
brand?
o Against it
o There are different shops, but not every farmer can do it
because they have different products, they cannot produce a lot
and if they produce similar products, the winnings will be less,
as a result of splitting it between them. Clients are few.
o There is a similar project, where 6-7 farms exchange products
that exceed they‟re daily needs between them.
o They usually sell the products to big companies. They get a
EU price. Because in Nederland he costs are higher, the profit
is lower.
 What are the available resources in this region?
o 80% agriculture
o Crafts
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o Nature: lake-boat, swimming
o Traditions
6. Questions about current situation
 Why there are only few farms remaining?
o Some small farms that quit are bought by bigger farms.
 What is the current situation about tourism?
o Lake-swimming and boating
o Estate
o Bicycle tracks.
o Few tourists come.
o The farmers are against accommodating them, some of them
are doing this practice though.
o 80% of the farmers prefer agriculture
 No shops
 No guests
 Just farms.
 Is there some kind of limitations?
o The farmers are opened minded to different ideas, but know
they are opposing because:
 They are asked to accept the project, which includes
lifting the barrier which night affects the agriculture.
 They are asked to sell their land
 Yet they do not know the reason
 So the conflict becomes a limitation itself.
 What can you offer for tourists?
o He does not take tourists
o He organizes classes for small children.
 What is your target group of attraction?
o Children of 7-11 years old.
 Are you cooperating with other stakeholders?
o no
 Is it easy to an entrepreneur in this region? If no, what kind support
they need?
o It is a good economical environment.
o Good conditions for farmers.
7. Strengths and weaknesses
 What are the local crafts and traditions?
o Wooden shoes
o Different traditions
 Boat-house the zomp
 Traditional goose market
 Rope running
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What they like and dislike in the region?
o 9% of the land has been taken for the Regge project
o They dislike the fact they want to widen the river which will
affect the agriculture in the region.
Can you name strengths and weaknesses of region?
o Because of the cycling, they have speed limitation for
agricultural vehicles.
o Because of the highway, there were thefts on the farm.

8. Opportunities, how to organize it
 What is your proposal for new projects in region?
o Farmers, tourists, camp owners- Let it be as it is!
 What kind of organisation can be founded? Do you will take part in it?
o Current situation
 In the current situation the farmers are not heard enough
 12-13 % are farmers in the organizations or meetings
 In LTO for 6 years, very busy at the time
 The current non-agricultural organizations are always
going back.
 There is an agreement with an organization, but then
new ones are involving so the plans are more and more
delayed.
 In the end, The committee chooses the idea that suits
them best, which can be bad for farmers.
o New situation
 If a new organization will be established and will take
in consideration the interest of the farmers, will make
they‟re voice better heard, will give clear reasons for
their actions and will manage the water flow for farmers
interest as well, then it should be established.
 Why the previous projects did not come truth. Which project they
know?
o Most plans are thought behind the desk.
o The current projects are in progress since 10 years ago.
o Dobrag
 Test project
 The water level on Regge – the same problem as other
projects
 If there won‟t be any more barriers what will regulate
the water level on Regge River?
o Regge:
 Part of the area Nord Rein
 420 barriers on the river
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40 taken out, from which 9 were located in Enter.- They
still do not know the reason. And they wonder why did
they remove the 1.5 meter ones and not the 80 cm tall
ones.
o Nature 2000
 Target- get the original height of the river back
 The farmers want to know why do they keep the barrier
for nature purpose and yet for agricultural purposes the
barriers have been removed.
Summary: J Rohaan is a member of the LTO committee for 6 years now.
The committee represents the opinion of the farmers in the region. The farmers prefer
to have Regge as it is. About tourism, very few practice this activity. 80% of the
farmers focus on agriculture. Tourism or local branding does not represent a
profitable activity for them. Also, the projects for the Regge cost them money because
they had to sell 9% of the farming land and if the barriers are removed, the agriculture
and quality of products will be affected. Also, considering the committees, they are
worried because of the few persons that represent them, their voices are not heard.
They have traditions, tourist attractions, also one day festival. For the touristic activity
they consider to be enough.
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IV.6)

Nature & Environment report interview
Student: Lucia-Lelia Pop
Interviewee: Jan Sasbrink (j.sasbrink@hccnet.nl)

Introduction
Jan Sasbring is a member the board of “ Natuur en Milieu
Wierden” organization for 20 years now. The main interest of the organization is
placed into region of Wierden and the environment within it. The institution has 50
members and they collaborate with City Hall of Wierden and IVN-Enter Ryessen
Questionnaire
1. Can you tell me something about yourself?
a. a member the board of “ Natuur en Milieu Wierden” organization for
20 years
2. In which projects are you involved?
a. Nature 2000
b. EHS – Ecologich Hvofd Structure
i. Connecting each green area with another trough corridors.
c. Law – protecting the endangered species
d. All the above have been combined in a project. The complexity makes
it hard to handle.
e. Volunteers that work in the neighbourhood
i. Education
ii. Control the situation- talking action by speaking to the
authorities
iii. Few men that do maintenance in the nature or on old properties
(special value)
1. Old farmhouses mentioned for the future => attractive.
f. Organization‟s project
i. Spankenplan
1. Every year they improve certain areas, by rotation.
2. They do maintenance for green areas like meadows.
3. Upgrade dead arms of the river.
3. What is Nature 2000?
a. Project of EU Community
b. Each country has the task to defend the nature, it‟s special values,
c. 4 items must be protected from disaster.
4. What is the current situation?
a. Problems in the agricultural sector. Farmers have issues with the
project Nature 2000. They think it‟s threatening the economic
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5.

6.

7.

8.

exploration of their land. The Government must invest in buying
pieces of land from the farmers to preserve the nature. But they are
inconsequent. The Government doesn‟t want to spend money.
b. There are no problems in communicating, but in opinions.
c. 9 farmers are against
d. 3-4 farmers are involved. They are paid for their cooperation.
e. Nature 2000 is necessary
i. Farmers agree, but they fear the program due to financial issues
1. Must get money for what they are doing,
ii. Restrictions – affects agriculture.
iii. Money-main issue.
iv. Restrictions – affect agriculture.
v. No misunderstanding –farmers must be paid for their offers.
What is your vision about the future?
a. The plan must go on
b. Government minimizes the budgets to 1/5 of the necessary budget for
the nature
c. They shared it by region.
d. The implementation rules are very complicate it, which makes it hard
to implement projects. It is a destructive policy. It is conflict with the
EU policy.
e. We will se what happens in a few years.
f. Policy-to go further with this project.
How important is nature? How do you use it?
a. The nature is very important for the region.
b. A lot of changes in the area to make it more attractive for people to
visit it and enjoy it.
c. Must be balance between nature and agriculture.
d. Make use of unique landscape in the northern part on country.
e. No big agriculture-not too much nature. Use of the land must be in
balance.
f. Make it attractive to live and work in.
What do you offer for the region?
a. Unique landscape with fauna and flora
b. Different values.
What do you want to improve in the region?
a. Balance between nature and agriculture.
b. Past planes are good.
c. Often, in changes, nature comes in second.
d. What they realized is not bad, Could be better or bigger.

9. Can you name some strengths and weakness for the region?
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a. The channels from Regge river and the fountains in the ground on the
farms
i. The water level in the ground drops
ii. The soil becomes dry.
iii. The plants dry as well. Everything in neighbourhood gets dryer.
iv. The drinking water production is in danger.
v. Process need to be changed, because the water goes only out.
1. Produce what you need
2. Balance between production and need.
3. Now there is no balance.
b. It‟s nice, but can be done more.
c. Slow process
10. What can you tell me about the barriers?
a. Water board made big canals near the nature to let water in for farmers.
b. Threatening for flora – vegetation is getting dry.
c. Results bad cooperation between water board, community, province.
i. The policy not good.
ii. The cooperation is no good between Water board, community
and province.
iii. The actions are made against the Nature 2000 and other
conserving law.
iv. Conflicting projects
1. Barriers for agriculture
2. Make the Regge river more natural
3. Conflict of interest.
11. What is your proposal for new projects in the region?
a. No big agriculture near nature zones.
b. Transitions zones.
12. What is your target group of attraction?
a. families
13. Are you going to cooperate with any stakeholder?
a. collaborate with City Hall of Wierden and IVN-Enter Ryessen
b. local branding
i. improvement of cooperation
ii. Additional income
iii. Less intensive usage of the land.
14. Would you participate in a new organization? What should the strength of the
organization be?
a. Aim must be clear
b. Periodical information of citizens and stakeholders
c. Farmers are well informed – some only farming, stream interested in
additional activity.
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Resume
Jan Sasbring is member of the board of Natuur en Milieu Wierden”
organization. He has been a member for over 20 years now. The main interest of the
organization is placed into region of Wierden and the environment within it. The
institution has 50 members and they collaborate with City Hall of Wierden and IVNEnter Ryessen. It has been involved or has knowledge of several projects: Natura
2000, EHS – Ecologich Hvofd Structure, Volunteers that work in the neighbourhood
and Spankenplan. In the present, the projects stall or advance really slow because of
the conflict of interests between farmers and Natuur en Milieu Wierden on one hand,
and the conflicting projects that the Municipality has implemented on the other. For
the future, the organization will continue implementing the current projects. They do
so, because nature is very important for the region. In this content they believe it is
important to maintain a balance between nature and agriculture.
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Report – Round 1

IV.7)

Interviewers: Zane Stalte (CAH); Ramon Leusink (VHL)
Interviewee: Jannie Jansen (jannie.jansen@hetnet.nl)

Introduction with current interviewee: Jannie Jensen is citizen of Enterse for
20 years. She is living outside of city centre in her family house, which was built in
1650, but her family owns it from 1918. In her property is also old barn (built in
1751). The house and barn are real historical buildings. In the past there was
accommodation place for traders and warehouse. Usually in the past there were
staying 350 boats (Zomps) per year. Barn needs repairing. She is working nearby and
at the moment she is in the board of museum “Zomp”. Interviewee is very open
minded for new ideas, and ready to involve in local activities.
Questionnaire:


How long have you lived in area?
Jannie Jensen has lived in this region for 20 years.



What are you connection with area?
She is citizen of this region for 20 years; she is working in area and
also taking part in social life, like a member of “Zomp” museum board.



What is your contribution for region?
She is in board of museum “Zomp” and she is also opened place for
tourist to relax, called “RUST” place. Everyone can use tables and drink
coffee under the pier three and have a beautiful view of river Regge.



Can you name strengths and weaknesses of the region / landscape?
+
+/Typical environment
Few
No public transport
companies
in Enterse
River with history
People are
Main activities are
working
for happening in city centre.
themselves
Landscape
(fields)
with trees
Region has its own
identity
Historically important
place
Region has dialect
Old traditions which
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are still alive in nowadays
Additional information:
Typical environment – it goes together with landscape with trees which are
surrounding fields. It is better for viewing and relaxing in nature.
River with history – River Regge has very important role in history of the
Netherlands. In medieval times river was used as a transport place for trading. It was
connection point with Germany.
Region has its own identity – goes together with typical dialect of region and
together with old traditions which are still alive in this region. Identity is saved by
speaking in dialect. It is still alive there, because also Jannie Jansen son can speak in
dialect. Enterse also is well known as place from were wooden shoes and special
boats (Zomps) are coming from.
Old traditions – such as taking care of your neighbours. According to Jannie
when you move to Enterse, you need to invite your new neighbours to dinner and ask
them if they agree to be your neighbours. Because in Enterse neighbours still help
each other if there is a need. There is also tradition to make Eastern fires in country
side on field. Then everybody from village gathers together and each one bring wood
for fire. After that everybody drinks and relax outside.
Few companies – there is not work places. There are not big, strong
companies, which can have big advertising campaign of this region.
People are working for themselves – there is lot of small companies and sole
traders, but they do not cooperate with each other. There are a lot of places which
would be worth seeing but owners are too shy to cooperate and start bigger activities
together. As said Jannie in region working two wooden shoe makers, they are
specialist in this field and they have their brand but they are not open for tourists. And
in the region there is one winery which makes local wine.


Which are valuable parts in this region?
Old houses, which could be founded in this region. Traditions,
historical events and stories, local dialect and local manufacturers with
specific local products.



Do you see opportunities how to improve weaknesses and do you already
have taken initiative to ensure tourism?
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There should be more events happening out of city centre in country
side, in fields. Jannie also mentioned that it is not very easy to get to city
because of lack of public transport. To ensure tourism Jannie already has did
first step, she is having “RUST” place.


Where do you see opportunities for economical benefit from tourism?
Jannie Jansen thinks about cooperation. She really likes idea about
branding local products to add them bigger value and she also would like to
produce apple juice which could be branded and sold in shops in Enterse. She
suggests that small sole traders could come together and make one connected
route for tourists. For example restaurants and local shops could use local
branded products, offer local wine and promote wooden shoes. Working
together is the key word. But from other hand she doesn‟t want a lot of
tourists and she doesn‟t want see Enterse as crowdie place.



What would be the best target group for tourism?
Families with children and older people.



What would be your vision about what region should look like after
years?
It is very important to keep alive and save old traditions and attitude to
life in this region. Otherwise it will lose identity and will become as all other
places. You need to be different if you want to compete. It is also important to
educate society and youngsters with history, which can be seen in here and
with farming. Educate and introduce pupils with farming. Farming and taking
care about nature should go together, hand in hand, to save sustainability of
region.



Would you like to start your own business and what help do you need
then?
Jannie would like, but she has not such possibilities right now because
of her personal situation. But municipality of Wierden is progressive council,
innovative council because they helped Jannie with financial support to repair
shed in which later on can sit visitors, because it is a rest point in “RUST”.

Summary: Jannie Jansen has represented the opinion of local citizens. If it is
allowed to generalize then locals are open minded for new ideas. They want that more
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events would happen closer to them, out of centre. They would be interested to take
part, to involve in branding and offer their own products. Locals definitely want to
save old traditions and lifestyle. They want to attract to this place families and older
people, because by doing that they could still have peaceful place where to live. They
want that tourism would be based on nature, historical heritage and organic farming to
keep in balance modern lifestyle with cultural heritage and ensure sustainability for
region.
To
urism
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But for moreture
objective point of view we need to interview
more
rming local citizens.

Report – Round 2

IV. 7)

Interviewer: Zane Stalte (CAH)
Interviewee: Anja Baan ( info@wijngaardbaan.nl )
Introduction with current interviewee:
It is family business. Baan family are making wine and leading winery since
2005. They started this business because it was their own hobby to taste wines and
after their son graduated winery school in Germany, so they decided to start this
business in Netherlands in Wierden. The winery was established in 2005, they started
with 1,8 ha of land, then in 2006 they expanded double times, till 3,6 ha. And at the
moment they have 5 ha of land with grape plants. Plants are middle tolerant to
illnesses, but ground is being fertilized.
Questionnaire:


In which stage in wine chain you are?
They manage to do all stages in wine producing chain – from planting
grape plants till producing and selling wine.



Where are you selling wine?
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They sell it in their property – their guest house and in internet – in
homepage: http://wijngaardbaan.nl/ and in their restaurant in Enschede. As
Anja mentioned it is very hard to sell it in local shops or shops in the
Netherland because Dutch people don‟t think the wine is good. They are to
stereotypical.


Is it easy to be an entrepreneur?
No, in this field it is not easy to be an entrepreneur because it is hard to
conquer place in local market.



What difficulties you have?
Local restaurants don‟t want to implement wine in their menu. And no
one helps with marketing and making winery more known as it is right now.
Locals are sceptical. Work is very hard to keep winery going- you need to
work for 100% all the time and then you get back only 10%. Hard to develop
business, it goes slow step by step with a lot of effort.



What are you offering for tourists?
Tourists can come there with their own caravans and stay there for
some time. At the moment Banns manage to expand from 6 places for
caravans till 12. These places are open for all season.



How you advertise you selves?
They are doing this by themselves. The tourist point in TWENTE is
helping a lot, because they are including information about winery in their
printed booklets for tourists. And from this summer they managed to set up
advertisement across the road, and helped them to attract more tourists.



Strengths and weaknesses of region, this place?
+ Nature in combination with water and different kind of businesses
you can see in surrounding area.
+ Cycling and walking paths.
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Do you feel some problems? How about finance development in winery?
The biggest problem is with extra money for investments in
development and advertisement. These two things are connected with big
amount of money. For investments you need a lot of money, but as it is their
own family business and they still are facing problem about money, about
good income. As Anja mentioned before for being successful they need good
advertisement and to that they need help from local government.



Do you cooperate with others?
At the moment they are not cooperating with other stakeholders in
Wierden, but they use possibilities of tourist Information centre in Twente and
students from school in Emelo are going to winery to help them with
harvesting grapes.



Are tourists able to participate in workshops or willing to cooperate in future?
At the moment they can‟t offer workshops for tourists because in The
Netherland there are strict rules for gathering and producing wines. But Anja
told that they are using other possibilities – for example they use bar as place
for book opening presentation and then they also offers wine. They are open
minded also for cooperation with other stakeholder for example local
restaurants and alcohol shops, if there would be such possibility.



What you think about slogan for this region and local products with brand?
Twente has already slogan for all region, but Anja think that it would
better, that also Wierden should have specific slogan. She definitely supports
branding. She would like to make their wine more special. Yes for branding.
Conclusions: Ready to cooperate with others. Main problem – need
more money for investments and advertisement, more communication with
others. She would like to have branded products and nice slogan for region.
Winery is very specific and something very rare in Holland – good start for
advertisement. Atmosphere is very nice at there. Good possibilities for
attracting tourists.
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IV.8)

Inretview – Round 2

Interviewers: Zane Stalte, Ieva Neimane, Kareem Hashim and Lelia Lucia Pop
(CAH)
Interviewee: woman from VVV point in Wierden
Introduction with current interviewee:Wierden in general Location – the north
west of Twente, The Netherlands. The surface area near 10 000 ha. Number of
inhabitants around 24 000. Accisiabilty – situated along the A1 motorway and the
railway lines. Utrecht – Enschede and Almelo – Zwolle. The municipality consists of
2 villages, Wierden and Enter, and a few hamlets. Both villages have the most
important facilities such us schools, swimming pools, sports halls and fields.
Churches, libraries, tennis courts and riding school.

Questionnaire:
What is the cuurent situation with tourism?
Quite good, could be more tourists!
 What you can offer for the tourists?
The women gave us 18 booklets and 4 of them were cafes,
2
campsites, 4 places for active entertainment and relaxing. Also 4 booklets of
routs and 6 stakeholders:
 Municipality of Wierden
 Winery – Winjgaard Baan
 Enterse Zomp
 Biological farmer „t Exoo
 Camp site „t Molke
One museum Klompenmuseum “Skopke” Enter.
Routes are for walking and cycling they are starting from 5 km till 45 km.
Mostly there are routes for 5 km, 7,5 km and 10 km long distance. In these routes
are included places which is worth to see.
Places for entertainment:
 Golf club - were you can play golf and sit at cafe, buy souvenirs
 Resort – were you can swim together with your family, restaurants,
wares games, sauna and steam bath.
 Het lageveld - park for outdoor activities, there you can find out door
gym, swimming pool, water games.
 De Wilgenweard – bar, restaurant and cafe with tropical atmosphere,
adventure games, cycling, canoeing.
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What is the target group of attraction?
Families and people after 55. They usually are coming here.
Are tourists complaining about something? No.
Slogan? Twente already has one – go and come again!
Appendix V:- The weekly report for Groene Kennispoort Twente
During the period of preparation for the case study the students were sending




every week a brief explanation to (Ms. Dagmar) about how far the process going,
what did we do?, what did we learn?, the questions remaining and what are the next
steps?.
The work was divided among the 4 students; each student was responsible of a
specific week.

V.1)

Regge project development
(week 38)

It is the second week of the Regge Project

and we are taking baby

steps towards the goal...
So what did we do?
After returning from the field trip in Municipality of Wierden we shared what
each of us understand was the task we should do, reflecting the gathered information.
Formulating and learning to definate the goal of the Project.
During the lectures some of us were only more confused, but thankfully
we have a good guidance to help to get through with difficulties and get
clearity.
What are the next steps?
We are arranging first meetings with the stakeholders, hopefully next
week. By doing that we are learning and memorizing all the information needed for
gathering good and useful information from the interviews by having small role plays
within ourselves, coming up with questions to be asked and communicating with the
students from VHL.

Ieva Neimane
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V.2)

Latest update in the Regge Project
(week 42)

Where are we?
After 2nd interview round (07.10.2011) and meeting with VHL students in
their University (12.10.2011) this week is more of a brainstorming, exchanging
information and concluding where are we week.
What have we done?
In the last class of the module Rural Analysis we had a wonderful presentation
about „Rural Development initiatives in India” from our guest Tarannum Kadarbhai,
who not only gave the presentation and made us some impression what rural
developments exist in India, but have been joining us for last few weeks with useful
tips and questions to think about.
We are also working on deeper analysis on stakeholder, SWOT and Problem
tree, to make everything clear for ourselves and others in the end of the Project.
What are the fallowing tasks?
Since we have a holiday week next week we have time to work on the final
report, the first rough summery will be put together after week 43. So we are looking
forward to what we will have and what are the things we still need to find out and
search for.

Ieva Neimane
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V.3)

Weekly Report (39)

Dear Ms. Dagmar,

I am to hereby get you some extra information about our outcome this week
(week 39).
This week we went for the different interviews with the stakeholders in
Weirden, it was interesting, we have gathered a lot of useful information. The VHL
students were responsible of calling the stakeholders and set a specific date with them.
We have met in the municipality last Monday the 26th at 11:00am and we have
discussed material of questions and how we are going to present it the stakeholders.
Every couple was taking a different stakeholder; we tried to mix VHL students with
CAH students. It went well, smooth and easy. Every student wrote a report about a
different stakeholder from the interview and hand it today to Mr. Lambirtus, with a
short presentation.
You will find some pictures from the interviews day!
Kind regards,
Kareem Hashim
V.4)

Weekly report
Week 42

I am to hereby keep you updated with our process regarding the Regge project
and to submit the weekly report (42)!

During the holiday week we handled the first draft of the final report to Mr.
Lambertus (as he requested). The last class we had was on the 2 nd of November 2011,
we discussed a lot of useful things regarding the project and assignment. The main
topics of the class were:-

-

Checking the first draft in details
The final presentation (how it will look like?)
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-

The arrangement of our meeting next week on the 9 th of November with VHL
students, in our school.

We had a lot of positive and negative feedback about the final report and we
will be working during the coming week on the remarks that we had from Mr.
Lambertus.
The second point that we discussed was the Presentation and how we are
going to present it, we divided the roles among us (the introduction, the content, the
recommendations and conclusion)
The final subject that we discussed was the about the meeting with the VHL
students, we arranged the place, the agenda and the main points that we will discuss
next week.

I hope I could cover the 42nd week properly!

Kareem Hashim

V.5)

Dronten University Of Applied Sciences Regge
project development
Report on week 40
Lelia Pop

What have done so
far?
We did a preliminary
analysis of the information
we gather so far from the first
four stakeholders we had
interviewed in Round one.
Based on this information we
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have identified the problem, created a problem tree, we have realized the stakeholder
objective sheet in order clearly see the objective sheet and the SWOT analysis. Based
on the information we analyzed, we have created additional questions, based also on
possible suggestions, in order get new information and check the information we
already have.
What are the next steps?
For the next step, it is planned another round of interviews for the 7th of
October.
We will also analyze this information in order to get a clearer image of the
situation on the Regge region.
We also have planned for next week a meeting with the students from VHL in
order to exchange information.

V.6)

Report on week 48
Week 48 was a full week. The report we are working on is coming
together very nice. So far we have worked on completing the first draft. We have
worked on introduction, we have written a few outlines on the Regge river area
(History, landscape, farmlands, Activities), also we have added the summaries of the
taken interviews and perfected the analytical techniques such as the stakeholder
analysis (we were able to see the relation of cooperation and different points of view
on the issue concerning making Regge river more natural), problem tree (trough this
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analytical technique, we were able to deduce that the main problem is low local
entrepreneurship activities) and SWOT analysis, trough which we were to outline the
appropriate opportunities that could be taken in consideration and the threats that . We
also worked on the recommendations and conclusions. For better use of time, we had
the divided the tasks then two of us were responsible for editing the project and the
presentation. The presentation was written in the same way as the report.
Also, in week 48, we had another meeting with the VHL students. So
far we have been exchanging information about our progress on the reports. Here are
the main outlines of the meeting (what has been discussed and what has been
decided):
-

After introduction, we each presented each other‟s reports, especially the
local threats and opportunities;

-

The VHL students will send the invitation to the interview stakeholders;

-

The location of the presentation on 23rd was discussed;

-

The program for the presentation and workshop on the 23 rd was discussed;
we concluded that CAH students (we) will have the presentation first;

-

The tasks for the 23rd were dived.
Lelia Pop

V.7)
Weekly report

Dear Dagmar,
I wrote a few sentences about our visit to municipality of Wierden. I hope the
information will be useful. If you need more information then please don't hesitate to
contact me.
On Wednesday morning we -four students of CAH International Rural innovations
and development course together with Dutch students from another university were
visiting entrepreneur, which has a diversified organic farm. De Bonderie is a
biological farm. The company's owners are not only open minded for new innovations
but also this job is a part of their lives and lifestyle. After a typical Dutch lunch we
were heading to Municipality of Wierden. In Municipality they great as with high
respect and introduce as with the case. Then we had the possibility to visit local
neighbourhood and meet with the stakeholders. The first meeting was positive and we
are looking forward to plan the best possible solution for Regge development.
If you click on this link you will find our common document with which we will
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communicate: https://docs.google.com/document/d/1VgFSmxxxeQh0aO0IKK39zDg158PGDLD5ceDnT1ua8k/edit?hl=en_US
Best regards,
Zane Stalte

V.8)

Weekly report
Latest news in case study
Chances for the Regge!

In previous week we started to analyze information and find real problem for
Regge region. It is quite hard to find main and common problem for all stakeholders,
but we are on the track and last interviews helped to know more.
In previous Friday we visited four more stakeholders. We interviewed Anja
Baan from Wijnjaard Baan, Jan ten Tije, Jan Sasbrink from Natuur en Milieu Wierden
and Bert van de Maat from camp site „t Molke aan de Regge. Interviews were very
good because this was second time we were doing this and we had learnt from
previous time. We concluded that it is much easier to take an interview when you
have an appointment and special questions for each stakeholder because then
you get necessary information from stakeholders. And we understood that the
best way to make an interview is doing that together – so that we would have
more ideas, more clarity about the topic.
In this week on Thursday we had information exchange meeting with VHL
students. Meeting was very useful because we discovered common ideas, exchanged
important information, divided tasks and solved out communication problem.
Our conclusions are






Main problem for developing river Regge – there is no common goal of
exploring river Regge
We need to come up with suggestions that cost less but give the maximum
advantages for region
First steps are to understand and define what are offers for tourists in this
region and then come up with solutions about advertising
Focus more on one day tourism, educational tourism
Main goal for students is to find possibilities to create Strong municipality
from the inside
Suggestions and recommendations will be based on these conclusions. Now

we are thinking about local home page and organization or person who could lead
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workshop between stakeholders, to create and return back business spirit in this
region.

Zane Stalte
Appendix VI:- The use of the SWOT analysis and TOWS matrix
VI.1)

Use of SWOT to finally select the strategic options available to

achieve the project purpose to contribute to the overall objective
Acronyms
OO- Overall objectives
PP- Project purpose
SO- Strategic Option
OVI- Objective verifiable Indicators
Steps for using SWOT to select most suitable strategic option
1. Identify the successes (positive aspects) and failures (negative aspects) of a given
situation/case.
2. For each success and failure identify the reasons or causes. List the immediate
cause of every success and failure.
3. The causes which are internal to the company or value chain may be grouped into
Strengths ( positives) & weaknesses ( negatives)
4. The causes which are external to a company or value chain may be grouped into
Opportunities ( positives) threats ( Negatives)
5. Once the SWOT gets listed, use opportunities and threats separately one by one, to
develop strategic options for addressing the project purpose or overall objectives.
Threats can be used to formulate the strategic options too by formulating the
threat in a positive way. E. g. Threat- Limited government investment – possible
strategic option encouraging non-governmental investment for a given project.
6. In the following matrix put the strategic options available & also the strengths &
weaknesses identified.
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Strengths
&
weaknesses
Strengths
S1
S2
S3
S4
Subtotal
Strengths
Weaknesses
W1

SO1

S
O2

S

S

O3…..

On

T
otal

X

3

W2

2

W3
W4
Subtotal
Weaknesses
Balance S-W

Y
X-Y

1

1

7. Now for every Strategic option score each strength & weakness for its contribution
to the success or failure of the strategic option. Higher the contribution higher the
score on 1-5 scale.
8. Take subtotal of strengths and weaknesses for each SO. Deduct subtotal of
weaknesses from subtotal of strengths for that option to find the balance.
9. Also take horizontal total of each strength & weaknesses.
10. Now select three figures:
 To select the top scoring Strategic Options select 4-5 such strategic options with
comparatively high figures of balance ( X-Y) – which will be the suitable
strategic options (indicated by 1 in the circle)
 In the chosen strategic options identify weaknesses with highest score & address
that. (Indicated by 2 in the circle).
 Identify the weakness with highest total at horizontal level (highest contribution
in all SOs) as indicated by 3 and address that. This is called as killer weakness
and therefore needs to be addressed.
11. Now write down the Overall objective of the project, Project purpose & The chose
strategic Option with its Objective verifiable Indicators (SMART indicators) &
based on OVI now identify the activities to be undertaken to achieve the OO
through chosen SO.
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Appendix VII:- The finale presentation
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